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Osrs cooking gauntlets guide

Cooking is probably the most common skill in which players reach level 99 first. This is due to the rather exceptional XP rates, coupled with the fact that the most commonly used methods often bring little profit or break even in the worst case scenario. Do you want to get some serious amounts of gold, but you want to
train cooking? No problem, you can just order some here on food4rs for the best prices around! While not the most useful skill to have, it's certainly worth heading to level 99 early, as it's still rewarding in that it's satisfying to hit the maximum level. In this guide, I will discuss the different methods available to you, their
professional and con's, approximate costs and XP prices. I will also explore the reasons that can motivate you to train in cooking skills and expose content that requires a certain level of cooking to gain access. Why would you improve your cooking skills at Oldschool Runescape? The main argument for leveling Cooking
is simple and inexpensive XP and the overall level of gains, simple and easy. There is a limited amount of content locked behind the requirements of the cooking level (listed below), with the most significant achievement log awards often highly desirable. A high level of cooking is required for the 6 tasks of the Elite
Achievement Diary, so training would seem worth it just for that. In addition to unlocking content, a good reason to level your cooking is due to the unconventionally high RATES of XP compared to the cost and effort required to achieve it. These methods will be discussed in more detail later in the guide, but it is worth
noting that at higher levels, XP yields greater than 300K per hour are not uncommon, and are considered standard when training Cooking. When considering how 'AFK' and low effort is a cooking skill, it becomes a very attractive skill for training. Quest requirements There are many searches within the OSRS that have a
cooking level requirement to complete them. Most notable is Recipe for Disaster, which requires a level 70 Cooking to complete. The complete list of tasks with cooking level requirements are as follows: Level 10 - Disaster Recipe - Level 20 Start - Ghosts Ahoy Level 22 - Forgettable Tale of a Drunken Dwarf Level 25 -
Disaster Recipe - Evil Dave Subquest Level 30 - Big Chompy Bird Hunting Level 30 - Tai Bwo Wannai Trio Level 31 - Recipe for Disaster - Pirate Pete Boarder Level 40 - Recipe for Disaster - Lumbridge Guide Boarding House Level 41 - Disaster Recipe - Skrach Uglogwee Subspecies Level 53 - Heroes' Quest Level 62
- Song Song Level 70 - Recipe for Disaster - Awowogei Obeying Diary Requirements Similarly, many achievement logs in the OSRS have cooking level requirements to complete. Diary awards are arguably even more useful than quest prizes within a game, so this can act as a powerful incentive for players to change
their cooking skills. Diary tasks that have a cooking level requirement are as follows: Task in the journal Morytania Easy Cook Thin Snail on Port Phasmatys Range 16 Karamja Medium Cook Spider on Stick 30 Karamja Hard Cook a Karambwan Thoroughly 40 Morytania Medium Complete The Cooking Problems Game
42 Western Province Medium Make a Chocolate Bomb at Grand Tree 43 Kandarin Medium Catch and cook bass at Catherby 62 Western Province Hard Catch and cook monkfish in Piscatoris 80 Kandarin Elite Fish and cook 5 sharks in Catherby using Cooking Gauntlets 84 Kourend &amp; Kebos Elite Catch fish and
cook it while it's in Great Kourend. 85 Desert Elite Bake wild pie in Nardah clay oven 90 Wilderness Elite Fish and cook a dark crab in Resource Area 91 Ardougne Elite Catch Manta air in a fishing trawling and cook it in Port Khazard 95 Varrock Elite bake a summer pie in Cooking Guild Quests With Cooking XP Rewards
In addition, there are various searches that reward Cooking XP. You may want to complete them before going to level 99 if you feel the XP reward is valuable: Quest XP Reward Cooking Req Cook's Assistant 300 - Rag and Bone Man 500 - Disaster Recipe (Dwarf Boarder) 1,000 - Disaster Recipe (Goblin Generals
subquest) 1,000 - Disaster Recipe (Pirate Pete subquest) 1,0001,000 31 Big Chompy Bird Hunting 1,470 30 Disaster Recipe (Skrach Uglogwee subquest) 1,500 41 Gertrude's Cat 1,525 - Disaster Recipe (Lumbridge Guide Substation) 2,500 40 Heroes' Quest 2,825 53 Recipe for Disaster (Sir Amik Varze subquest) 4,000
- Forgettable Story... 5,000 22 Tai Bwo Wannai Trio 5,000 30 Disaster Recipe (Evil Dave subquest) 7,000 25 Disaster Recipe (Awowogei Boarder) 10,000 70 Some well-to-know cooking Gauntlets Cooking Gauntlets are a pair of gloves available after completing a family crest quest. They can be worn to significantly
reduce the likelihood of burning fish. To get the cooking magic on your steel gloves, you need to bring gloves to Caleb behind the archery in Catherby (if your gloves already have a different spell on them, Caleb will charge you 25k). These are highly recommended for players who intend to achieve a high level of cooking,
as they reduce the possibility of burning food and lower the level at which food stops burning. The benefits are as follows: Cooking level required for fish stops burning at (with gauntlet) Tuna 30 64 63 Lobster 40 74 64 Swordfish 45 86 81 Monkfish 62 92 90 Karambwan 65 Never (unless you're wearing Cooking Cape)
Never (unless you're wearing Cooking Cape) Shark 80 Never (unless you're wearing Cooking Cape) 94 Anglerfish 84 Never (unless you're wearing Cooking Cape) 98 Cooking spots There are many locations in the OSRS where you can cook Food. The most popular and recommended location is Rogue's Den, which is



located under a pub in Brimhaven. This location has an endless fire that never goes out, and the banker is one step away from the fire itself. This makes it very convenient hence its popularity. The only location better than Rogue's Den is in the Myths Guild, which requires the completion of Dragon Slayer II. This location
has a stove and a bank diagonally next to the stove, making it better than Rogues Den because it's a stove, not a fire. Start level 1 - 15: Shrimp Unlike many skills, the search for early levels is not actually recommended for cooking. That's because XP is still pretty fast at low levels, very fast compared to similar levels
within other skills. Raw Shrimp is the best thing to cook to get through the first few levels, giving 30XP each with only 81 successfully cooked shrimp needed to reach level 15. This should take about 5 minutes and cost almost nothing (&lt;5k). Level 15 - 25: Trout Cooking Trout successfully gives you 70 Cooking
experience, so you will need to cook 78 trout successfully to reach level 25. As you can see, these levels fly by and are not a problem at all. This is a contributing factor in why getting high levels of cooking is very common and popular. This process should take even less time than shrimp, less than 5 minutes is definitely
possible. Level 25 - 35: Salmon Salmon Cooking successfully gives you 90 Cooking Experience. Taking into account burnt salmon, you should buy approximately 250, as you will burn in a ratio of about 1:2 without a cooking gauntlet by the time you reach level 35. 162 successfully cooked salmon are required for a level
of 35, at a cost of about 10K GP and time spent in approximately 10-15 minutes. Level 35 - 50: Tuna Cooking Tuna successfully gives you 100 Cooking Experience. Taking into account the burnt tuna, you should buy approximately 1015, as you will burn at a ratio of about 1:3.5 without a cooking gauntlet by the time you
reach level 50. You will need to successfully cook 790 Tuna to achieve a level of 50, it should take 45 minutes - a maximum of 1 hour. Raw and cooked prices are similar, so you will lose only gold on raw fish. Up to this point, cooking is effective to break even or at worst a tiny loss. Level 50 - 68/75: Lobster Some players
may want to wait until 74 Cooking before cooking lobster, as this is the level required to stop burning lobster (64 when using cooking gauntlets). This depends entirely on your wealth and your priorities (XP gain or GP priority). For most players, I would recommend cooking lobster on lost money is quite negligible, while
XP per hour is about 1/3rd more. Level 75 requires 9,243 successfully cooked lobsters. A net loss of approximately 1M GP should be expected from a level of 50 - 75 due to burnt food and the fact that raw toasts are more expensive than boiled ones. This process will probably take between 8 - 10 hours, depending on
the speed of the player. Recommended Method - Level 68 - 99: South wine Reasonably inexpensive and highly recommended (if affordable) method of training Cooking is the creation of jugs of wine. Making jugs of wine is one of the fastest methods of cooking training in the game. Players creating jugs of bad wine
when they reach 68 Cooking, which is the recommended level to start using this method. To start making jugs of wine, buy a jug of water and grapes. Use these two items on top of each other to make nonfermentate wines. Then lay undetected wines, rinse and repeat. After you stop producing all your wines, the wines
will ferment and become a jug of wine. If done correctly, you can gain massive crashes of experience. Successful production of wine jugs gives you 200 experiences. From level 68 onwards, making jugs of wine will give the player about 400,000 - 490,000 experience per hour. This is extremely fast and highly desirable
for all players who care about XP wins. To reach level 99, you'll need to get 12,429,399 XP, which would require you to make 62,147 Jugs wines. At current prices, the cost per XP is just under 1GP/xp, which means you can expect to reach level 99 at a cost of about 10M GP. A very reasonable price for a fast level 99,
actually one of the cheapest. For most players, this method is highly recommended, the only alternative is if your priority is low-effort afk skills, or you just don't have a bank roll to afford it. If this is the case, you should consider creating jugs of wine to later levels, whereby you can cook Sharks or Karambwans with
earnings to make lost money at Jugs of Wine. Level 75 - 80: Swordfish If you really can't afford to use the Jugs of Wine method, your next best option is to cook swordfish. Successful swordfish cooking gives you 140 cooking experiences. You'll need 775,647 XP to reach level 80, which means you'll need to successfully
cook 5,541 swordfish, whereby you'll be able to cook the Sharks. The raw and cooked price of swordfish is similar, so as usual you will make a loss only on your burnt fish, which is again quite negligible. Level 80 - 99: Shark Recommended to start immediately at level 80 to cook sharks as you will only burn 11-12% in
Rogue's Den. Players may want to wait for level 94 (with cooking gauntlets) before they start cooking sharks, so as not to burn either. At level 91 players will burn only about 3-5%. Successfully cooking a shark gives you 210 experiences, so it takes 52,612 successfully cooked sharks from level 80 - 99, and 36,610
successfully cooked sharks are needed from level 90 - 99. At current prices, level 80 - 99 would bring 6M GP profits if sharks were not burned at all. Generally speaking, after level 80 you'll be making a slow but steady profit, with a break-even being the worst-case scenario. Scenario.
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